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This thesis presents a compilation of numeral classifiers (which I will call enumerators) 
in S’gaw Karen, a Tibeto-Burman language in Southeast Asia, and provides a descriptive 
analysis of some of their syntactic distributions. Cross-linguistic accounts of enumerators often 
sub-categorize them by semantic function (Greenberg 1972; Aikhenvald 2000; Sneft 2000). This 
thesis argues that the common sub-categories of measure terms, mensural classifiers, and sortal 
classifiers also differ in their syntactic distributions in S’gaw Karen. In brief, only measure terms 
occur without a head noun and only sortal classifiers occur next to the head noun by means of a 
linker. This latter pattern is unattested in the literature, and the analysis of the morpheme Ɂa1 as 
linker is novel. Previous accounts present a similar morpheme under varied nomenclature (Jones 
1961; Cervo 2011; Olson 2014). Analyzing Ɂa1 as a linker unifies these accounts and provides an 
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1 – Introduction 
 
Numeral classifiers, which are morphemes that occur with numerals when counting 
nouns, have played a key role in theories of nominal syntax and semantics. The patterning of 
classifiers is potentially informative about the underlying semantic properties of both nouns and 
counting, and their syntactic distributions can inform our understanding of nominal syntactic 
structures. For example, Chierchia (1998) has made the influential proposal that nouns are not 
inherently countable in languages that possess mandatory numeral classifiers. Beyond these 
claims about languages that do or do not have numeral classifiers, it is also useful to look at 
patterns and variation within numeral classifier systems. This thesis seeks to better understand 
numeral classifiers by analyzing proposed semantic/syntactic distinctions among them. 
Specifically, there have been a range of claims that there are types of numeral classifiers, which 
have semantic distinctions that are occasionally reflected in syntactic patterns (Jones 1970; 
Greenberg 1972; Aikhenvald 2000; Zavala 2000). 
The data for this thesis was drawn from 10 hours of elicitation which resulted in a 
compilation of 84 enumerators. This thesis proposes a three-way sub-categorization of numeral 
classifiers in S’gaw Karen based on syntactic patterns observed in the data. Given the many 
definitions of numeral classifiers and their sub-categories in previous works, to be discussed in 
section 2, I will call these morphemes enumerators. There are several configurations in which 
enumerators occur, but some of these configurations only permit enumerators from certain sets. 
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These sets can be characterized as types of enumerators, aligning with prior proposals about sub-
categories of classifiers.  
1.1 – S’gaw Karen 
S’gaw Karen is a Tibeto-Burman language spoken in southeastern Burma and western 
Thailand. Bradley (1997) lists Karen as a subgroup of the southeastern branch of the Tibeto-
Burman language group, and S’gaw Karen is a group of dialects in the southern branch of Karen. 
It is spoken by one of the larger populations of all speakers of the Karen language family. 
Bradley (1997) reports 1.6 million speakers, and Ethnologue (Simons and Fennig 2018) gives a 
combined L1 and L2 speaker population of 1.56 million. 
Between 2008 and 2017, over 44,000 S’gaw Karen speakers have been resettled in the 
United States from Southeast Asia as refugees (Admissions & Arrivals — Refugee Processing 
Center 2018). Many refugees have been resettled near Chapel Hill, and the UNC Linguistics 
department has worked with members of this group, seeking to describe aspects of the 
language’s grammar. Southeast Asian languages are well known for numeral classifiers, and 
S’gaw Karen is no exception, possessing a robust and mandatory system of numeral classifiers. 
This thesis is largely motivated by previous work accomplished by a Field Methods course 
offered in the spring of 2014, particularly the data on numeral classifiers collected and examined 
by Moeng (2014) and Feingold (2014). 
1.2 – Numeral Classifiers in S’gaw Karen 
To my knowledge, five compilations of S’gaw Karen classifiers have been made (Jones 
1961; Suriya 1998; Cervo 2011; Feingold 2014; Moeng 2014), each with a fair amount of 
variation in their lexical inventories, both in terms of the phonetic forms and the set of semantic 
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values associated with them. The variety between the accounts is not surprising, as the sources 
listed above sometimes describe different dialects of the language. Also, Aikhenvald (2000) has 
noted that variation can occur from speaker to speaker, and that numeral classifiers can exist as 
“an open lexical class” through innovation using repeaters. Repeaters are nouns which take a 
classifier homophonous with itself, and new repeaters naturally add to the inventory of 
enumerators in a language. The only limit on such innovation is the number of nouns in the 
language. 
This thesis has two primary goals. As a result of the variety mentioned above, the first 
goal of this thesis is empirical in nature: to compile another list of enumerators, a modern and 
hopefully comprehensive list. I say ‘comprehensive’ rather than ‘complete’ because of 
Aikhenvald’s note above about the possibility of numeral classifiers existing as an open class of 
morphemes, and because of the accounts that claim S’gaw Karen utilizes repeaters (Jones 1961; 
Olson 2014), which will be discussed in detail in Section 3.3.  
The second goal of this thesis is theoretical. I will argue that the data collected in this 
study supports the sub-categorization of numeral classifiers and reveals a classifier construction 
that was not hitherto addressed in the literature involving a morpheme Ɂa1. Many authors have 
proposed sub-categorizations of numeral classifiers (Jones 1970; Greenberg 1972; Aikhenvald 
2000; Grinevald 2000; Senft 2000), and this thesis gives syntactic motivations for claiming a 
three-way division of enumerators into measure terms, mensural classifiers, and sortal 
classifiers. I will also discuss a morpheme Ɂa1, which sometimes occurs between nouns and 
classifiers in pre-numeral position. This construction has not been mentioned in previous 
literature, and it suggests analyzing Ɂa1 as a linker, unifying various analyses of the same 
morpheme as plural or genitive markers (Cervo 2011; Lamy 2011; Olson 2014). Additionally, 
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previous accounts described facts about numeral classifiers that were not borne out or were 
challenged by this data, and these too will be briefly addressed. Primarily, I found a higher 
degree of variation in the classifiers that could appear with a given noun. I also found an 
unexpected scarcity of repeaters in the data. 
Section 2 reviews relevant literature on numeral classifiers, including accounts specific to 
S’gaw Karen, and outlines key questions about numeral classifiers and classification in general. 
Section 3 explains the methods used in obtaining and transcribing the data and presents general 
information about the data. Section 4 addresses some of the questions raised in Section 2 by 
presenting several syntactic distributions observed in the data and discussing their implications. 
Section 4 finishes by discussing some ways the data differs from previous accounts. Section 5 




2 – Theoretical Background 
 
2.1 – Numeral Classifiers and their Function 
Broadly speaking, numeral classifiers are morphemes that occur with numerals when 
counting nouns. Aikhenvald (2000) observes four possible word orderings for nouns, numerals, 
and numeral classifiers, as numerals and numeral classifiers seem to always be adjacent cross-
linguistically. S’gaw Karen exhibits two of them, the order NOUN-NUMERAL-CLASSIFIER (N-
Num-Clf) occurring with numerals 10 and under. 
1. lɔ1xɔ1 khi2 ɓe1 
bowl two Clf:FLAT 
N  Num Clf 
‘two bowls’ 
 
The other observable word order in S’gaw Karen, N-Clf-Num, occurs when counting over 
10 with the introduction of a morpheme Ɂa between the noun and the classifier (Cervo 2011; 
Olson 2014).  
2. θəɹà ʔá ɣā    tʰwìsʰínwí 
teacher ʔá  CLF:PERSON twenty seven 
‘twenty seven teachers’ 
Reproduced from Olson (2014) 
 
This word order will be addressed more completely in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, as it relates 
to the unique construction discovered in this data. The discovered construction involves two 
classifiers occurring in both pre- and post-numeral position within the same phrase when 
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counting below 10. This construction exists through the introduction of the morpheme Ɂa1 in the 
same position as shown in ex. 2 (i.e. between the noun and the pre-numeral classifier). 
3. θe2  Ɂa1  ɗe1     khi2  ɗe1 
tree Ɂa1  Clf:BRANCH  two  Clf:BRANCH 
‘two branches’ 
 
Aikhenvald (2000) does address instances of different types of classifiers (i.e. numeral 
classifiers and noun classifiers) occurring within the same phrase but does not mention multiple 
numeral classifiers from the same lexical set (i.e. two morphemes from the set of numeral 
classifiers, or the same classifier twice) occurring in the same nominal expression. 
In many languages numeral classifiers are mandatory in the presence of numerals. This is 
true of S’gaw Karen when counting with numerals lower than 100. When counting over 100, 
enumerators become optional (Olson 2014). The grammatical function of enumerators is not 
restricted cross-linguistically to counting. Pragmatically, they can serve as discourse markers in a 
few ways like marking importance (Aikhenvald 2000), definiteness or even indefiniteness 
(Goswami 1958; Soe 1999; Thompson 2012). Of course, the roles available depend on the 
language in question. However, Greenberg (1972 p. 6) says that “it is indeed universal in 
languages with numeral classifier constructions that the head noun may be deleted either when it 
has been previously mentioned or can be supplied from the non-linguistic context.” Olson (2014) 
confirms that S’gaw Karen uses numeral classifiers for anaphoric reference as well as for 
marking that an item is a significant point of focus to the discourse. When used anaphorically, 





4. /jə ɁὲdόɁ khí   phlə̀/ 
I  want two  Clf:ROUND 
‘I want two’ 
Reproduced from Olson (2014) 
Given in response to “Do you want eggs?” 
 
The general consensus is that classifiers are also necessary to individuate nouns (Lyons 
1977; Chierchia 1998; Aikhenvald 2000; Senft 2000). Lucy (2000 p. 330) states that “…the 
classifier form and the lexical form jointly contribute to reference: the lexical noun indicates the 
referent’s identity (its type or quality) and the classifier form indicates its individuation status (its 
unit or quantity).”  
However, many works focus on a different semantic function of numeral classifiers. 
Numeral classifiers are often described as reflecting some semantic property of the noun or its 
typical referent. For instance, the classifier ɓe1 (12) (ex. 1) occurs when counting objects that are 
flat, so under this view nouns that occur with this classifier must refer to flat objects and possess 
this feature as part of their lexical entry. 
The semantic features observed in numeral classifiers vary in their specificity and 
therefore their lexical distribution. Ex. 1 demonstrates a classifier (ɓe1) with a broad semantic 
feature (i.e. flatness), and the morpheme occurs with many nouns (e.g. ‘bowl’, ‘fish’, ‘bird’, 
‘grasshopper’, ‘table’). There are also classifiers that have a more specific semantic value, such 
as the4 – tree (35), which we would expect to occur with fewer nouns. 
5. θe2   khi2  the4 
tree/wood two Clf:TREE 
two trees 
 




6. ko2  khi2  lo1 
bread two Clf:PIECE 
‘two pieces of bread’ 
 
There are others that measure out quantities. These morphemes are far less restricted in their 
distribution among nouns. 
7. mi1  khi2 sɔ4 
rice two handful 
‘two handfuls of rice’ 
 
I will now discuss how these distinctions in the semantics of enumerators bear on our 
understanding of numeral classifier categories. 
2.2 – Sub-Categorizing Classifiers 
Ex. 5, 6, and 7 serve to demonstrate a common, semantic distinction made between 
various classifiers. Greenberg (1972), in his typological paper on numeral classifiers, uses two 
primary categories of classifier, ‘count’ and ‘measure’. However, Aikhenvald (2000), as well as 
others, propose that measurement or orientation functions are accomplished by two categories of 
morphemes, mensural classifiers and measure terms (sometimes called quantifiers), exemplified 
by ex. 6 and 7 respectively. The count type of classifier from Greenberg’s account are typically 
called sortal classifiers, of which ex. 5 is an example. Aikhenvald groups mensural and sortal 
classifiers into a category distinct from measure terms. Figure 1 shows these proposed divisions.  
As we are seeking to test the claims that classifiers and measure terms are categorically 
distinct in S’gaw Karen, I will refer to the entire class of morphemes that occur with numerals as 
enumerators. This should serve to alleviate confusion, given the many uses of the term 






measure terms      classifiers 
V 
mensural classifiers        sortal classifiers 
Figure 1 
As mentioned before, many accounts give semantic descriptions when sub-categorizing 
enumerators. However, any one of the types listed above can fulfill the requirement for an 
enumerator when counting nouns. Therefore, it is possible that every enumerator is serving the 
same semantic function, as some have claimed, of providing a unit of measurement for counting 
mass nouns (Chierchia 1998). This does not necessarily restrict the semantic function of 
enumerators to this basic task. Rather, the similarity of context makes attractive any language 
internal evidence that can be found for further sub-dividing enumerators by semantic function. In 
keeping with these points, Senft (2000 p. 23) suggests that “(a) subclassification into categories 
like ‘quantifiers’ and ‘classifiers’ or ’sortal’ and ‘mensural classifiers’ can only be accepted if 
there are distinctions in form” that demonstrates that the language in question pays attention to 
the distinction.  
In other words, are there syntactic distributions that delineate between the proposed 
semantic categories? Grinevald (2000) and Aikhenvald (2000) note that distinctions between 
these types of enumerators can be demonstrated for certain languages. For an example of this, 
see Zavala (2000) and her explanation of the mensural/sortal classifier distinction in Akatek 
Mayan. The question then for S’gaw Karen is whether there is any such morphosyntactic 
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evidence for a division of different enumerator types that align with the proposed semantic 
distinctions. 
2.3 – Previous Work 
2.3.1 - Jones 
Jones (1970 p.2) specifies three categories of classifier. The first are characterized as 
those which sort nouns into semantic categories, “sometimes shape-specific but often arbitrary”. 
These are the sortal classifiers we have already mentioned. The second category of classifier are 
repeaters, which are described as nouns that are repeated as their own classifiers. Jones considers 
these as a type of sortal classifier, and his account of S’gaw Karen does not include specific 
examples of these in his list of classifiers (Jones 1961). The third category is classifiers “which 
measure quantities, time, (or) distance”. Like Greenberg (1972), Jones limits primary classifier 
categories to a two-way distinction between sortal and measure classifiers. 
2.3.2 – Suriya  
Suriya (1998) focuses first on lexical and etymological properties of the classifiers in her 
presentation, aspects of which takes the discussion away from functional sub-categories of 
classifiers. Some are defined as unit classifiers, others as noun-derived classifiers, and others as 
verb-derived classifiers. In Suriya’s account, unit classifiers are those that serve to individuate 
nouns (i.e. sortal classifiers). Noun-derived classifiers are morphemes that also occur as common 
nouns. Suriya gives no information as to the syntactic distribution of these common nouns, 
whether they appear as head nouns (i.e. N-Num-Clf) or merely after numerals while syntactically 
behaving as nouns (i.e. ø-Num-N). The distribution of these common nouns is pertinent for 
comparison with this project’s data as addressed in Section 4.1. Lastly, verb-derived classifiers 
are morphemes that have a homophonous verb form. 
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The noun-derived classifiers are further subdivided into categories that are perhaps more 
closely aligned with the functional descriptions from Jones. She lists unit, group, time, action, 
and measure classifiers. The noun-derived, unit classifiers can also be considered sortal 
classifiers and grouped with the unit classifiers mentioned above. The others have semantic 
functions in line with the names she assigns them (e.g. time classifiers occur with units of time). 
She gives no explicit sub-categorization for the verb-derived classifiers, and due to a lack of 
examples, it is hard to tell what sort of semantic distinctions might be made in comparison to 
those made for noun-derived classifiers. It is possible that they could fall into the group and 
measure classifier categories, but this is merely speculation. An example of an entry for a verb-
derived classifier is: 
8. klɔ1 – as a verb means ‘to coil, to roll, to curl up’. Used as a classifier after numerals. 
Used with: pli2 ‘rope’. 
Reproduced from Suriya (1998)  
 
2.3.3 – Olson 
Olson (2014) adopts the sub-categorization of classifiers presented by Aikhenvald 
(2000); measure terms, mensural classifiers, and sortal classifiers. He describes the semantic 
distinction between mensural and sortal classifiers, as well as between measure terms and 
classifiers. Furthermore, he goes on to give a syntactic justification for a distinction between 
measure terms and classifiers. According to Olson, the distinguishing difference between 
classifiers and measure terms is that measure terms can occur as “independent lexemes” while 
mensural classifiers cannot. What Olson seems to be claiming is that measure terms can occur 
with numerals without a head noun.  
9. ø khi2 mɔ1  




Classifiers cannot occur in this distribution without anaphoric reference, which marks a 
grammatical distinction between classifiers and measure terms based on a syntactic distribution. 
This distinction is notable in the data in this thesis and is discussed in Section 4.1. 
2.4 – Interim Conclusion 
Jones (1970) and Suriya (1998) do not provide detailed syntactic justification for the 
semantic categories they propose. Suriya does claim that uncountable nouns occur with 
measurement classifiers while countable nouns occur with unit classifiers or themselves. 
However, we have touched on the difficulty of a claim like this in that every noun must occur 
with an enumerator when a numeral is present in S’gaw Karen, so the syntactic distributions are 
typically identical for all enumerators. Unless a distinction in the distribution between countable 
and uncountable nouns is established, this claim doesn’t inform a categorical distinction among 
enumerators. One way to do this is to bring extra-linguistic semantic assumptions about the 
‘countability’ of various nouns, which is sub-optimal, particularly if there are ways to make the 
same claims based on syntactic patterns. 
The data presented in this paper presents a possible division of enumerators in S’gaw 
Karen motivated by syntactic distributions, which are presented below in the form of three 
distributions of enumerators. The first distribution concerns enumerators that can occur without a 
head noun. All these enumerators seem to be measure terms, which supports the distinction 
between measure terms and classifiers. The second distribution of interest is when enumerators 
appear before the numeral. Though this does not clearly contribute to a sub-categorization of 
enumerators, it does bear on the issue of repeaters as our expectation from the literature is that 
enumerators occurring before the numeral would likely be repeaters. The last distribution is an 
additional case of enumerators occurring before the numeral and preceded by the morpheme Ɂa1. 
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This supports the further division of classifiers into sortal and mensural classifiers in that the 
only enumerators that appear in this distribution seem to be sortal classifiers.
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3 – Methods, Data, and Observations 
 
First, we briefly explain the methods used to elicit the data for this thesis. Next, we 
explain phonetic/phonemic idiosyncrasies inherent to the transcription of the data. In total there 
were 84 enumerators elicited. From this point on, any time an enumerator is referenced in-text, 
its associated number from the Appendix will be included immediately after it by way of 
reference (e.g. ɣɨ1thɨ1 (82)). If it is being used in a glossed phrase, its reference number(s) will be 
noted after the translation of the phrase. Note that all examples are transcribed using the 
International Phonetic Alphabet annotated with numerals to mark tone (Fischer 2013), except for 
examples reproduced from other published works. 
3.1 – Methods 
My language consultant, Kwah Poe, is a native speaker of S’gaw Karen. His family 
moved to the United States when he was eight years old, and he still speaks S’gaw Karen on a 
regular basis and has acted regularly as an interpreter for the Karen community.  
Our 10 elicitation sessions were an hour in length. They were conducted in an informal 
setting with a Zoom H1 Handy Recorder set on the table. The questions primarily took the form 
of: 
“How do you say, ‘2 (insert object)’”? 
His answers were recorded and analyzed later for transcription. Using the numeral ‘2’ 
consistently during elicitations was advantageous for providing a constant phonetic environment. 
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The distribution of enumerators across numerals has been well documented in S’gaw Karen and 
changing the numbers sporadically would not have produced classifiers that consistent 
numbering would not also capture. Whenever there was confusion concerning an enumerator or 
between two of them, I first asked for repetition. If this did not clarify the issue, I asked 
additional questions using different objects with the aim of eliciting the same enumerator(s). At 
times this clarified the pronunciation of the enumerator in question. Other times, it narrowed 
down the possible semantic values associated with the enumerator. With each object, an 
additional question was asked concerning whether there was any other way to say what he had 
just said. This rarely elicited a positive response. 
The consultant’s responses were later analyzed using Praat. Every instance of a specific 
enumerator was examined, comparing fundamental frequencies for tone, formant frequencies for 
vowels, and checking to make sure the perceived consonants in transcriptions matched the 
waveforms. The transcriptions were compared with the phonetic description given by Fischer 
(2013) and aligned with this account. Idiosyncrasies discovered between the dialects are 
discussed in Section 3.2, as a complete analysis comparing KP’s dialect that of Fischer’s 
consultant was beyond the scope of this thesis.  
Finally, all instances of an enumerator were grouped to analyze the set of nouns with 
which it occurred. These lexical distributions were characterized and described in a compilation 
of all the enumerators in the Appendix. As mentioned previously, I do not claim that this list is 
an exhaustive inventory, but a substantial list of enumerators was elicited, hopefully contributing 
a resource to a growing understanding of S’gaw Karen and numeral classifiers in general. 
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3.2 – Data Transcription 
It was beyond the scope of this thesis to accurately describe KP’s dialect phonetically or 
phonemically, which made transcription complicated. As mentioned previously, the 
transcriptions leaned entirely on Fischer’s (2013) analysis. Wherever possible, they were aligned 
with the phonemic descriptions provided in her paper. However, there were several divergent 
features and items to note for anyone wishing to use this compilation as a reference in the future. 
i. Fischer reported six tones for her consultant’s dialect. Of these tones, only four were 
observed in KP’s dialect. One possible explanation is that in Fischer’s analysis tones 2 and 5, 
both of which are high-falling tones, are not distinguishable in certain dialects on a spectrogram. 
It is possible that some of the instances of tone 2 in KP’s dialect are tone 5. During transcription 
of the enumerators, if a tone was high-falling, it was recorded as tone 2.  
Regarding the missing tone 6, a low-rising tone, it is possible that it was produced but not 
apparent as a low-rising for one of several reasons. Perhaps it was produced outside of a 
phonetically viable context (i.e. the N-Num-Clf sequence was rarely elicited within a sentence). 
There may not have been enough examples of an enumerator bearing tone 6 and the examples 
obtained were outliers (i.e. recorded as low-level). It is also possible that none of the elicited 
enumerators bear a tone 6. The last possibility is that KP’s dialect simply has less than 6 tones. 
However, these are questions for further study. 
ii. Fischer’s description of the S’gaw Karen consonant inventory includes voiceless, 
aspirated, and implosive stops.  Whenever KP’s stops for a single place of articulation fell into 
three groups of voice onset time (VOT), the relative phonemes from Fischer’s analysis were 
assigned. As a result, there was no analysis to determine whether intervocalic consonants with 
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pre-voicing were underlyingly implosives. They were assumed to be so, per Fischer’s 
conclusions. 
iii. The onset of enumerator 46 is phonetically [z], with clear voicing throughout the 
fricative. Fischer does not include this sound in the phonetic analysis of her consultant. However, 
there was not an obvious choice for which phoneme to represent it as, the two most likely 
options being /sh/ or /ʃʲ/. Neither of those options were observed in any of the other elicited 
enumerators, so it’s possible that [z] is an allophone of one of them. An analysis of another 
dialect (Jones 1961) includes [z] as part of the phonetic inventory of their consultants, so it is 
possible that it is a phoneme in KP’s dialect. In this case, I have chosen to represent the segment 
as it appears phonetically and leave the question open for further discussion. 
iv. Concerning sɨ4pho1 (43), the consonant cluster /ph/ is not attested in the literature. Its 
appearance in KP’s dialect needs explanation. 
v. A last point of interest is a couple of enumerators that seem to contain diphthongs. 
Fischer includes no diphthongs in the list of vowels in her consultant’s dialect, nor do accounts 
of other dialects include any mention of diphthongs save one (Namkung 1996). However, there 
were two enumerators, ɓɔ1 (17) and the4 (34), that were phonetically pronounced as /ɓɔo1/ and 
/thei4/ respectively. One explanation may be the conditioning environment. ɓɔ1 (17) is the only 
enumerator in which an open low-back vowel occurs with /ɓ/, and the4 (34) is the only numerator 
in which a mid-front vowel occurs with /th/. Rather than transcribe the vowels as /ɔo/ and /ei/ 
respectively, it was assumed that these diphthongs are context dependent allophones, and 
therefore not reflected in the transcriptions.
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4 – Evidence for Enumerator Sub-categories 
 
The data elicited in this project showed several syntactic distributions of numeral 
classifiers, or enumerators, in S’gaw Karen, some of which can be used to establish several sub-
categorizations among them. The sub-categorizations we propose follows that presented by 
Aikhenvald (2000), with the exception that Aikhenvald’s ‘quantifiers’ are called measure terms. 
General enumerators are divided into classifiers and measure terms. Classifiers are further 
divided into mensural and sortal classifiers: 
enumerators 
V 
measure terms   classifiers 
V 
mensural classifiers  sortal classifiers 
Figure 2 
The various syntactic distributions are discussed in detail below. The distributions 
observed in the data are as follows: 
1. All enumerators occur with a numeral and a head noun (i.e. standard count 
construction) 
2. Only measure terms occur with numerals that are not preceded by a head noun 
3. Various types of enumerator can occur either as head nouns or in noun compounds 
4. Only sortal classifiers occur in pre-numeral position preceded by the morpheme Ɂa1 
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Each proposed category of enumerator, as well as the syntactic distribution in which it 
occurs, is displayed in Table 1. The first distribution listed above (1) applies to all enumerators in 
S’gaw Karen, so it will not be discussed. The third distribution listed is not represented in Table 
1 as it did not bear directly on the question of enumerator sub-classification. I will discuss each 
pattern in turn. 
 Measure Terms Mensural Classifiers Sortal Classifiers 
ø-Num-Clf ✓   
N-Num-Clf ✓ ✓ ✓ 
N-Ɂa1-Clfi-Num-Clfj  Clfi ? Clfi ✓ 




4.1 – Measure Terms as distinct from Classifiers 
The first syntactic pattern noted from the data is that only measure terms occur in post-
numeral position without a head noun. 
10. ø-Num-Clf  
A large set of enumerators quickly became apparent as being distinct from others during 
the elicitations. When presented with certain phrases that constitute noun phrases in English (e.g. 
‘two piles’), KP’s response often comprised only a numeral and an enumerator in ‘isolation’, that 
is, no head noun preceded the numeral.  
11. khi2 pu1  
two Clf:PILE 




This contrasts with the standard N-Num-Clf response. Additionally, these are not cases of 
numerals and enumerators being used without a head noun for reference tracking, which is 
common in S’gaw Karen as mentioned in Section 2.1. Cross-linguistically, Num-Clf pairings are 
often able to anaphorically refer to something that has already been mentioned in the 
conversation (Aikhenvald 2000). The following example from S’gaw Karen is given as an 
appropriate response to the question ‘do you want eggs.’ 
12. jə ɁὲdόɁ khí  phlə̀ 
 I  want two Clf:ROUND 
‘I want two’ 
Reproduced from Olson (2014) 
 
However, the data from this project suggest the following enumerators as being capable 
of occurring without head nouns and without a direct anaphoric reference. Other enumerators did 
not follow this pattern, and each one was elicited in non-anaphoric contexts: 
pu1 – Pile (5) te2 – Bag (small) (29) la1 – Month (59) 
plɨ1 – Cubit (7) thɨ2 – Bag (large) (36) lɔ1xɔ1 – Dish (62) 
phɔ4 – Pound (10) sɨ4pho1 – A little while (43) kɨ1rɨ1 – Fence (66) 
ɓa3 – Dollar, basic monetary unit 
(13) 
sɛ2ka1 – Second (45) kwe4 – Draft (71) 
ɓo1mu1 – Kingdom (15) sə1 – Generation (46) kwa4 – Cup or glass (72) 
ɓlɔ1 – Motion instance (17) ni1 – Day (49) klo4 – Line or row (74) 
mɛ1nɛ1 – Minute (19) ni2 – Year (50) khi1lo3 – Kilogram (75) 
mɔ1 – Mouthful (21) na4 – Night (52) khe1 – Division (76) 
wa4 – Half (23) na1ri4 – Hour (54) khə1jə1 – Step (78) 
θə1 – Day (26) nwi2 – Week (55) ɣɨ1thɨ1 – Layer (84) 
θwa1 – Step (28) le2 – Cart (load) (57)  
 
Table 2 
While this conclusion is not tested contextually in this data, Olson’s (2014) thesis came 
out of research performed on a corpus of Karen stories, and he observed the same phenomenon 
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for measure terms. Olson presents measure terms as holding the same position as classifiers 
syntactically (i.e. they occur with numerals to license the counting of nouns) while being 
grammatically distinct from them. According to Olson, the distinguishing difference between 
mensural classifiers and measure terms is that measure terms can occur as “independent 
lexemes” while mensural classifiers cannot. What Olson seems to be claiming is that measure 
terms can occur with numerals without a head noun (ex. 10), making them grammatically distinct 
from classifiers, which cannot occur in this context without anaphoric reference. This evidence 
he gives for a distinction between measure terms and classifiers is observed also in this data. 
The question remains then of whether this distribution is a sufficient test for 
distinguishing between what have been called measure terms and classifiers or whether a 
different distinction is in view. A distinguishing feature we would expect to see between 
mensural classifiers and measure terms is summed up in Aikhenvald’s statement that 
“quantifying expressions (measure terms) have fewer restrictions than classifiers on the type of 
noun they can co-occur with” (2000). Most of the list in Table 2 seems to align with that 
characterization, but what standard should be used in numbering the ‘types of nouns’ with which 
these enumerators can occur? For instance, consider lɔ1xɔ1 (62). This is the enumerator used to 
count dishes of food, which one could well argue is a restricted semantic domain. If this term can 
be used with inedible objects as well, then it would behave more like a measure term according 
to the statement above, but this possibility was not tested in the elicitation sessions.  
Even if the restriction on semantic domain of lɔ1xɔ1 (62) exists, where is the line that 
defines too-restrictive-for-measure-terms? Fortunately, in this case there is another syntactic 
pattern in the data that demonstrates this morpheme may be a measure term after all. This 
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suggests that every morpheme that follows this distribution is one that we would expect to be 
considered a measure term by the language. 
In short, lɔ1xɔ1 (62) does not classify itself. The significant point is it has a homophonous 
noun form, translating as ‘bowl’, which would lead one to expect it to behave as a repeater 
(recall that repeaters are classifiers that are homophonous with their head nouns). Jones (1970 p. 
2) states that repeaters can “be considered as a special case of” sortal classifiers, which fulfill the 
role of a unitizer when there is no sortal classifier that matches the semantic properties the noun 
or its object of reference. If lɔ1xɔ1 (62) were a sortal classifier, one might expect it to be the 
closest semantic match to its homophonous form and occur as a repeater, but this expectation 
does not hold up. If the speaker wishes to express ‘two dishes of chicken’: 
13. sə2nja4  khi2  lɔ1xɔ1 
chicken two Clf:DISH 
‘two dishes of chicken’ (62) 
 
However, when speaking about the number of physical bowls, the following form is produced: 
14. lɔ1xɔ1 khi2 ɓe1 
bowl two Clf:FLAT 
‘two bowls’ (12) 
 
Additionally, in keeping with the distribution in this section, ‘two dishes’ is said: 
15. khi2  lɔ1xɔ1 
two Clf:DISH 
‘two dishes’ (62) 
 
Here we see that the morpheme resists occurring with its related nominal form, which 
contrasts with the function of repeaters given in the literature. One possible conclusion from this 
observation is that the enumerator form of lɔ1xɔ1 (62) is not a sortal classifier but a measure term.  
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Further research into the syntactic distinction between measure terms and classifiers in 
S’gaw Karen is certainly merited, and the distribution discussed in this section may be a fruitful 
basis for such a study. For now, we conclude that those morphemes that can occur as isolate 
forms are indeed measure terms rather than classifiers, resulting in our first subcategorization of 
enumerators in S’gaw Karen (Figure 3). 
enumerators 
V 
measure terms   classifiers 
Figure 3 
 
4.2 – Head Nouns and Compounds 
Various types of enumerators have homophonous forms that occur in pre-numeral 
position, either as head nouns or as part of a compound as shown in ex. 16 and 17 respectively. 
In each of the following structures there is evidence of every type of enumerator that we are 
proposing occurring in pre-numeral position (i.e. as NClf
 in ex. 16 and as Clf in ex. 17). 
16. NClf-Num-Clf 
17. N-Clf-Num-Clf 
For the remainder of the discussion, morphemes will be referenced by where they can 
appear in pre-numeral position as follows. The first position, where head nouns appear, will be 
called ‘primary’ and the second position, which comes just before the numeral, will be called 
‘secondary’ (i.e. ‘primary’-‘secondary’-Num-Clf). 
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4.2.1 –Enumerators as Head Nouns 
As illustrated briefly at the end of 4.1 with lɔ1xɔ1 (62), certain enumerators have a 
homophonous head noun form. This is what NClf stands for in ex. 16. The enumerators in Table 3 
were elicited as head nouns in primary position. 
pɔ3 – Flower head (6)  lɔ1xɔ1 – Dish (62) 
pha4 – Box (9)  kho2 – Head (80) 
tɨ4pwo4 – Bush (32)  
 
Table 3 
Only two of these enumerators, (6) and (32), are repeaters and appear in post-numeral 
position alongside their homophonous nominal forms. Other repeaters were difficult to elicit, 
which was addressed in Section 3.3. 
18. pɔ3  khi2 pɔ3 
flower two Clf:FLOWER 
‘two flower blossoms’ (6) 
 
pha4 (9) and kho2 (80) both pattern similarly to lɔ1xɔ1 (62). In each case, the noun form 
homophonous with the enumerator can occur with a shape specific enumerator but not the 
homophonous enumerator form (ex. 14, 20, and 22). If the conclusion about lɔ1xɔ1 (62) from 4.1 
is accurate, we would expect these enumerators also to be measure terms by following the same 
arguments. pha4 (9) seems like it very well could be, while kho2 (80) is less obviously so. kho2 
(80) seems to perform an individuating function in ex. 21, something we don’t expect from 
measure terms. 
19. pɔ3  khi2 pha4 
flower two Clf:BOX 





20. pha4 khi2 phlə2 
box two Clf:ROUND 
‘two boxes’ (9), (11) 
 
21. pɔ3  khi2  kho2 
flower two Clf:HEAD 
‘two flowers(plants)’ (6), (80) 
 
22.  kho2 khi2 phlə2 
head two Clf:ROUND 
‘two heads’ (80), (11) 
 
Ex. 19 and 20 demonstrate how pha4 (9) behaves similarly to lɔ1xɔ1 (62) in ex. 13 and 14. 
Counting the physical object elicits a shape enumerator, but when used in post-numeral position, 
it is used as a container or measurement. The primary difference is that pha4 (9) is not attested in 
the data as occurring in post-numeral position without a head noun, which of course does not 
restrict it from being used as a measure term. The claim was that only measure terms could 
appear in the distribution described in Section 4.1, not that all measure terms do. It is 
semantically reasonable to conceive of a box being used as a measure term in the same way as 
le2 (57), which refers to carts or cart loads. 
The drawback to claiming that only measure terms are restricted from occurring with 
their homophonous noun forms lies in ex. 21 and 22. I only discovered two nouns that take kho2 
(80) as an enumerator, ‘banana tree’ and ‘flower’. Each of these use the enumerator to draw 
attention to individual plants, which is what we would expect from a sortal classifier. With 
‘banana tree’, the interpretation is that the trees have just been planted in a patch of ground 
without other plants growing. Further elicitation may produce examples that would clarify or 
expand the usage of this enumerator, either grouping it more naturally with measure terms or 
demonstrating some reason for why kho2 (80) is not used as a repeater. It is possible that this is 
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merely a case of homophony between the enumerator for individuating plants and the noun that 
means ‘head’, and that the two forms are semantically distinct enough to not license co-
occurrence. 
If the question surrounding kho2 (80) can be clarified, the distribution of head nouns with 
homophonous enumerator forms could show a distinction between sortal classifiers and other 
enumerators or between measure terms and classifiers. More evidence is needed to determine the 
status of mensural classifiers in relation to this distribution. 
4.2.2 – Enumerators in Compounds 
Another way that enumerators occur prior to the numeral is when they occur in secondary 
position with another noun occupying primary position (i.e. N-Clf-Num-Clf). Table 4 shows the 
enumerators that I discovered in such a position, and there are likely more. 
pɨ1lɔ1 – Glass container (1) kɨ1rɨ1 – Fence (66) 
mɨ1 – Vine (20) ku1wo3 – Circle or coil (68) 
θwa1 – Step (28) klo4 – Line or row (74) 
the4 – Tree (35)  
 
Table 4 
Some of the instances of enumerators in secondary position appear compositional. The 
relevant morphemes are labeled ‘Clf:’, even when they are not in post-numeral position.  
23. tɨ2kwi1  the4 
banana  Clf:TREE 
‘banana tree’, (35) 
 
However, it is more common that these serial constructions are clearly non-compositional, 




24. sɨ2  mɨ1   khi2 ɓo1 
arm Clf:VINE two Clf:LONG 
‘two fingers’ (20), (14) 
 
25. ti2  klo4   khi2 ɓo1 
water Clf:LINE  two Clf:LONG 
‘two rivers’ (74), (14) 
 
Perhaps the most significant item of interest from these occurrences is that both the 
morphemes we expect to be classifiers and those that we expect to be measure terms appear 
before the numeral (see ex. 24 and 25, as mɨ1 (20) is a shape specific enumerator and klo4 (74) is 
measure term). This relies, of course on our conclusion in Section 4.1 that the ability to occur 
without a head noun does indeed demarcate measure terms from classifiers. Doing so allows us 
to conclude that this distribution cannot be used to distinguish between various types of 
enumerators, as they all appear in this distribution. The variation in type of enumerator is also 
compatible with analyzing these as compounds, as compounds are often built without tight 
restrictions on lexical category. 
4.3 – Pre-numeral Enumerators with Ɂa1 
Certain enumerators can precede the numeral by using a morpheme Ɂa1, and there is 
evidence that only sortal classifiers can occur in this distribution. The nominal expressions that 
appear with this construction comprise a head noun followed by Ɂa1 and an enumerator, which is 
then followed by the typical Num-Clf count construction. At times the pre-numeral enumerator is 
repeated in post-numeral position, and at other times the two enumerators are distinct from one 
another. 
26. N-Ɂa1-Clf-Num-Clf 
Once we discuss this distribution, we will return to possible interpretations of Ɂa1. 
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4.3.1 – Enumerators that Occur with Ɂa1  
Of the 28 enumerators that were elicited with Ɂa1, 18 of them were not elicited in the 
distribution portrayed by ex. 26. Rather when KP was describing an item, he would frequently 
use the phrase “We call that Ɂa1 [Clf]”. An example of that might be, “Oh, chicken, we call that 
‘Ɂa1 ɓe1.’” However, when it came to counting chickens, the enumerator would appear in post-
numeral position as expected. The enumerators that were elicited in this format are listed below. 
ɓe1 – Flat, wide (12) thɨ2 – Bag (large) (36) kɨ1lɨ1 – Race or kind (65) 
ɓo1 – Long, thin (14) thu4 – Bag, package (38) kɨ1rɨ1 – Fence (66) 
ɓɔ1 – Container (16) ɗɨ1 – Nest (41) ko2 – Bottle (69) 
mjɔ1 – Family or kind (22) sə1 – Generation (46) ko4ɓli3 – Thin sheets (70) 
tə3 – Instance (31) soɔ4 – Handful (47) khə1jə1 – Step (78) 
to2 – Seed (33) jɨ1 – Narrative or story (63) ɣa3 – Person (83) 
 
Table 5 
One might suspect the use of the English indefinite article a in these cases, but the 
phonetic properties of the recorded waveform demonstrated otherwise, specifically with respect 
to the tone on the vowel. The prevalence of this occurrence suggests that some of the forms in 
Table 5 could be acceptable in pre-numeral position (i.e. ex. 26) if given the right context. 
Additionally, it is possible that the total number of enumerators that can occur with Ɂa1 is greater 
than this study has unearthed. 
The remaining 10 enumerators were elicited with Ɂa1 and a head noun, a numeral, and an 






pu1 – Hole (4) ɗe1 – Branch (39) 
mɨ1 – Vine (20) nɨ1 – Horn (51) 
θwi1 – Nest (27) le2 – Tiny piece (56) 
the4 – Tree (35) lɨ4 – Smoke cloud (58) 
thu1 – Pillar (37) lu1 – Hill (60) 
 
Table 6 
When counting, most of the examples in Table 6 will see a repetition of the enumerator 
(ex. 27, below). One exception to this was an example in which the second enumerator described 
a broader semantic category than the first enumerator (ex. 28). The more common exception to 
this was when there is a grouping or orientation function being performed by the second 
enumerator (ex. 29). In these latter cases we would expect that second enumerator to be a 
mensural classifier or measure term. Ɂa1 could be a linker, which I will justify in Section 4.4, so 
in the meantime I will gloss it as LINK. 
27. hi1  Ɂa1  thu1   khi2 thu1 
house LINK Clf:PILLAR two Clf:PILLAR 
‘two house pillars’ (37), (37) 
 
28. hi1  Ɂa1  thu1   khi2 ɓo1 
house LINK Clf:PILLAR two Clf:LONG 
‘two house pillars’ (37), (14) 
 
29. tɨ2kwi1 Ɂa1  the4    khi2 klo4 
banana LINK Clf:TREE   two  Clf:LINE 
‘two rows of banana trees’ (35), (74) 
 
In ex. 27, the enumerator is repeated, indicating individuation of the pillars. In ex. 29, 
attention is being drawn to the orientation of the banana trees, which elicits two enumerators; the4 
(35) and klo4 (74). Note that the latter enumerator is a measure term according to the conclusions 
in Section 4.1. A common example of this distribution is those examples of an enumerator 
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occurring in pre-numeral position with the Ɂa1 morpheme where the head noun is ta1, which 
translates as ‘thing’. The significance of instances like ex. 30 below is that the Ɂa1 morpheme is 
likely not occurring before enumerators that necessarily have homophonous head nouns. If it 
were, we would expect to see examples like ex. 31. Additionally, Ɂa1 does not seem to be 
producing free nouns (i.e. morphemes able to occur without the presence of another noun), again 
evidenced by the presence of ta1 ‘thing’ when some other noun is not present. 
30. ta1  Ɂa1  thu1   khi2 thu1 
thing LINK Clf:PILLAR two Clf:PILLAR 
‘two pillars/posts’ (37), (37) 
 
31. *thu1   khi2 thu1  
Clf:PILLAR two Clf:PILLAR 
‘two pillars/posts’ (37), (37) 
 
On the other hand, it is important to note that in this distribution, Ɂa1 is likely involved in 
forming a constituent with the noun and the first enumerator that is independent of the numeral 
and second enumerator. Ex. 32 shows how the enumerator can be included as the object of a 
sentence even in an indefinite context when no counting is involved, which suggests that the 
enumerator does indeed form a constituent with the noun to the exclusion of the numeral. 
32. jɨ1ma1  ka2  hi1  Ɂa1  thu1 
I   broke house LINK Clf:PILLAR 
‘I broke a house pillar’ (37) 
 
4.3.2 – Grammatical Role of the Enumerators 
The next question is what role an enumerator in pre-numeral position plays when 
accompanied by the Ɂa1 morpheme. As of yet there is no satisfactory answer to be had from this 
data. However, the examples drawn from the data raise some interesting questions. Note that 
these phrases all seemed semantically compositional.  
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In cases where the second enumerator is a mensural classifier or measure term, it is 
possible that the first enumerator might be playing an attributive role, narrowing the scope of the 
reference of the NP. However, in ex. 33, the Ɂa1-Clf is optional, as shown in ex. 34. 
33. tɨ2kwi1  Ɂa1  the4   khi2 klo4 
banana  LINK Clf:TREE  two  Clf:LINE 
‘two rows of banana trees’ (35), (74) 
 
34. tɨ2kwi1  khi2 klo4 
banana  two Clf:LINE 
‘two rows of banana trees’ (74) 
 
Since Ɂa1-Clf can be optional when used with measure terms, their purpose in 
individuation constructions (i.e. when the first and second enumerators are the same, as they are 
in ex. 27) becomes even more opaque. In these optional cases they don’t seem to contribute 
anything semantically, and this optionality becomes an important question for future work.  
There are times where this structure does seem mandatory, which raises possibilities for 
explaining the existence of this form. One such example is ‘ant hill’. 
35. ɗə2  khi2 to2 
ant  two Clf:SEED 
‘two ants’ (33) 
 
36. ɗə2  Ɂa1  lu1   khi2 lu 
ant  LINK Clf:HILL two Clf:HILL 
‘two ant hills’ (60), (60) 
 
Perhaps the enumerator in post-numeral position in these cases has a semantic or 
syntactic insufficiency (e.g. post-numeral lu1 (60) does not provide a specific reference when 
combined with ɗə2 without pre-numeral lu1 (60)). As a counter example, consider these examples 
involving the noun for ‘water gourd’. 
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37. ti2lu1θa4  khi2 phlə2 
water gourd two Clf:ROUND 
‘two water gourds’ (11) 
 
38. ti2lu1θa4  khi2 mɨ1 
water gourd two Clf:VINE 
‘two water gourd vines’ (20) 
 
Between ex. 37 and 38 the noun remains the same, and the enumerator changes. This 
results in the phrase referring to something different. This type of shift in reference by variation 
in the enumerator is a common linguistic strategy in KP’s dialect of S’gaw Karen. From this 
observation, one might suppose that doing so would be enough to distinguish between an ‘ant’ 
and an ‘ant hill’. However, the Ɂa1-Clf structure is included in front of the numeral in ex. 36. It is 
entirely plausible that this construction is optional, as rigorous testing was not done to determine 
if alternate forms would prove ungrammatical. However, multiple elicitations produced the same 
form, so let us assume for the moment that it is mandatory and try to account for its presence. 
One possibility is that the noun for ‘water gourd’, ki2lu1θa4, is broad enough semantically 
to encompass both fruit and vine with a mere shift in classifier, while the noun for ‘ant’, ɗə2, is 
semantically restricted to the insect, requiring additional specification (i.e. the inclusion of Ɂa1 
lu1 (60) before the numeral) in order to be enumerated appropriately by lu1 (60). Water gourds 
and the vine on which they grow are both part of the same organism, but an ant is responsible for 
the existence of an ant hill. Semantically, they could be sufficiently distinct from one another. 
Consider also the following example: 
39. θe2  Ɂa1  ɗe1    khi2 ɗe1 
tree LINK Clf:BRANCH two Clf:BRANCH 




In this example, ‘tree’ may take on the attribute of ‘branch’ to form a phrase that can 
occur with the enumerator for branches.  This form also appears to be mandatory. If the semantic 
distinction noted above for ex. 35 and 36 is relevant, it may suggest that ‘trees’ and ‘branches’ 
are semantically distant in KP’s dialect, even though they could be considered part of the same 
organism. 
These examples raise more questions than answers, and there is still much work to be 
done to determine whether this construction is ever truly mandatory. If they are, the question of 
their function remains. One possible insight is that KP repeatedly said that using these structures 
was helpful if you are trying to be specific. This suggestion may also assist in answer questions 
concerning those cases in which the structure is clearly optional. 
4.3.3 – Sortal vs. Mensural Classifiers 
Perhaps a more productive question for the time being is not why these forms appear or 
what role they play, but rather which types of enumerators are allowed in this distribution.  When 
we look at those examples where KP used an enumerator with an Ɂa1 morpheme yet it did not 
actually appear within an elicited phrase, we see several examples of those enumerators that 
appear within the distribution covered in Section 4.1 (kɨ1rɨ1 – Fence (66), khə1jə1 – Step (78)) or 
that semantically indicate features we would expect from measure terms or mensural classifiers 
(ɓɔ1 – Container (16), thɨ2 – Bag (large) (36), thu4 – Bag, package (38), soɔ4 – Handful (47), ko2 – 
Bottle (69)). However, when we move to those forms that were elicited in keeping with the 
distribution discussed in this section (i.e. N-Ɂa1-Clf-Num-Clf), almost every enumerator that 
appears in pre-numeral position with Ɂa1 is clearly has the potential to be a sortal classifier. If 
only those that appear in the distribution are genuine uses, it would suggest that this distribution 
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might be restricted to sortal classifiers and that we have a second test for demonstrating the 
three-way distinction proposed by Aikhenvald (2000). 
enumerators 
V 
measure terms  classifiers 
V 
mensural classifiers  sortal classifiers 
Figure 4 
The one potential exception to this conclusion is the enumerator le2 – Tiny piece (56). 
40. ta3nja3  khi2 le2 
meat  two Clf:SmPIECE 
‘two slices of meat’ (56) 
 
41. mɛ4ti3khla3  Ɂa1  le2     khi2 ɓe1 
glass   LINK Clf:SmPIECE  two Clf:FLAT 
‘two broken pieces/shards of glass’ (56), (12) 
 
42. θe2  Ɂa1  le2     khi2 ke1 
tree LINK Clf:SmPIECE  two Clf:SLICE 
‘two small pieces of wood’ (56), (64) 
 
With a numeral (ex. 40) le2 (56) is used as a mensural classifier, dealing with the division 
or arrangement of the meat. Ex. 41 and 42 may then be counterexamples to the thought that only 
sortal classifiers take the Ɂa1 morpheme that allows them to occur in the NP. However, these 
cases seem peculiar on two points. The first is that these do not demonstrate a repetition of the 
classifier like ex. 36 and 39.  
If le2 (56) is a semantically a mensural classifier in post-numeral position and is used in 
similar contexts to ke1 (64), one might expect it to be used in the following way: 
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43. *θe2 Ɂa1  le2     khi2  le2 
tree LINK Clf:SmPIECE  two Clf:SmPIECE 
‘two small pieces of wood’ (56), (56) 
 
The fact that le2 (56) does not occur as the mensural classifier in ex. 42 may indicate that 
it is functioning differently in this distribution. Neither is this surprising, as the second 
enumerator is a mensural classifier. It has already been noted that repetition does not occur for 
sortal classifiers in these constructions. This would support the thought that le2 (56) behaves 
similarly to other sortal classifiers when it occurs in this position. le2 (56) in this position may be 
semantically distinct enough from le2 (56) in post-numeral position to resist co-occurring.  
Regarding ex. 41 we return to the thought that le2 (56) already has an established role as 
mensural classifier in post-numeral position. The enumerator used with a normal piece of glass is 
ɓe1 (12), and it remains the post-numeral enumerator for ex. 41. If le2 (56) were to operate as the 
post-numeral enumerator, the default would be to understand it as a mensural classifier, 
undermining the attempt to individuate tiny pieces of glass. Again, the lack of repetition supports 
the idea that le2 (56) is behaving as sortal classifier in this context. 
Another explanation is that mensural classifiers can occur with the Ɂa1 morpheme in pre-
numeral position but are restricted in that when individuating they must take a sortal classifier in 
post-numeral position. Sortal classifiers, on the other hand, can be used in this distribution in 
addition to operating as the post-numeral enumerator for the same phrase. 
44. *N- Ɂa1-Clf:MENSi-Num-Clf:MENSi 
45. N- Ɂa1-Clf:MENSi-Num-Clf:MENSj 
46. N- Ɂa1-Clf:MENS-Num-Clf:SORT 
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The distributions discussed in Sections 4.1-4.3 certainly provide a direction for research. 
On the surface, they seem to provide syntactic evidence for distinguishing between measure 
terms and classifiers, and beyond that between mensural and sortal classifiers. The tentative 
implications of this data are reiterated in Table 7: 
 Measure Terms Mensural Classifiers Sortal Classifiers 
ø-Num-Clf ✓   
N-Num-Clf ✓ ✓ ✓ 
N-Ɂa1-Clfi-Num-Clfj  Clfi ? Clfi ✓ 




4.4 – Grammatical Role of Ɂa1 as a Linker 
There are several accounts of S’gaw Karen that have presented morphemes like Ɂa1 in 
similar (but not identical) nominal expressions and have assigned it a variety of grammatical 
functions. One account calls the morpheme plural marker (Olson 2014), while two of them 
present it as a possessive morpheme or pronoun (Jones 1961; Cervo 2011). None account for the 
structure observed in this data, suggesting an alternative analysis for Ɂa1. This observation not 
only provides justification for sub-categorizing enumerators in S’gaw Karen but serves as a new 
opportunity for explaining the function of this morpheme, drawing from observations of other 
languages.  
4.4.1 – Jones and Solnit 
Jones (1961) notes a process in S’gaw Karen which he calls pronoun-classifier 
compounding, which uses the 3rd person singular possessive pronoun. He claims there are few of 
these in the language. However, this is the extent of the information he provides, so let us turn to 
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a related Karenic language, Red Karen (Bradley 1997), which demonstrates an almost identical 
pattern involving classifiers and an affix Ɂa, reported to be the 3rd person pronoun. Solnit (1986) 
in his dissertation on Red Karen proposes that affixation is involved in certain category-changing 
derivations, an example of which is the pattern mentioned above. It should be noted that he 
proposes classifiers as a bound subtype of nouns and that his characterization of the phenomenon 
is not as category-changing, but as a shift from a bound to a free noun. 
47. plɔ: classifier for small round things 
Ɂaplɔ - a seed 
Reproduced from Solnit (1986 p. 317) 
 
The difference between the accounts is that Jones maintains that the pronoun involved is 
a possessive rather than simply a 3rd person pronoun, but the two patterns have clear parallels. 
However, both Jones’ and Solnit’s account only bear a passing resemblance to the distribution 
observed in this data, as both patterns produce free nouns (i.e. the enumerators are partial 
reduplications of head nouns). This was already noted at the end of Section 4.3.1 as an 
implausible explanation for what is happening with the morpheme Ɂa1 and the enumerators in 
pre-numeral position presented from this data, as there is always a head noun present. 
4.4.2 – Olson  
The next related pattern comes from Olson’s (2014) description of the syntax of counting 
in S’gaw Karen. When counting uses the numerals 9 and under, the order N-Num-Clf is 
observed. However, when counting with numerals higher than 10, the order N-ʔá -Clf-Num is 




48. θəɹà  ʔá ɣā     tʰwìsʰínwí 
teacher  ʔá  CLF:PERSON twenty seven 
‘twenty seven teachers’ 
Reproduced from Olson (2014)  
 
The obvious drawback to this account as an explanation is the fact that it doesn’t describe 
the syntactic distribution of this data, in which Ɂa1 occurs in pre-numeral position with numerals 
10 and lower. Additionally, in the distribution observed in this data (ex. 27) an enumerator 
occupies both pre- and post-numeral positions, which contrasts with Olson's description. 
4.4.3 – Cervo and Lamy 
Cervo (2011) also discusses how enumerators occur before numerals when counting 
above 10, and ʔa1 is the morpheme that accompanies this construction. The only significant 
difference between Olson’s and Cervo’s accounts is that Cervo identifies this morpheme as “a 
possessive grammatical prefix”, which he claims is a genitive case marker. Such a conclusion is 
not surprising cross-linguistically as there are languages like Japanese or Korean that use 
attributive or genitive markers as part of numeral classifier constructions (Aikhenvald 2000 p. 
106). The following examples show the pattern mentioned above, that is the occurrence of ʔa1 
between a noun and a classifier. Cervo’s examples (like ex. 49) are additionally suggestive in 
that they sometimes include ʔa1 interposed between the adjective and the noun, and ex. 50 shows 
it occurring between a possessor noun and a possessed noun.  
49. pho1ta6shɨ1 ʔa1- ɣɔ  ʔa1- phɔ4    te0si1  ʔi 
roses  POSS- red  POSS- Clf:FLOWER  num.ten DEM. 
“These ten red roses” 






50. pwa6ma6ɲa5 ne5  ʔa1-  pho1kwa1 he?   li3  tə1- be5   shu1  
fisherman  ?  3PsPOSS son   give book 1 Clf:FLAT PREP 
ʔa1-  ma6 
3PsPOSS wife 
‘The fisherman's son gave a book to his wife’ 
Reproduced from Lamy (2011) 
 
Cervo may have drawn his conclusion about the morpheme in question from Lamy 
(2011), who appeared in the same set of papers as Cervo (2011) and from which ex. 50 is drawn. 
These two alternate patterns (that of possession and adjectival modification) suggest that ʔa1 may 
occur in a broad set of contexts, not merely restricted to large numeral count structures. 
4.4.4 - Linkers 
Of the three accounts related above, Olson (2014) and Cervo (2011) most closely 
resemble this data. Particularly when combined with the examples found in Lamy (2011), a 
general similarity appears involving nouns, some intervening morpheme1, and a variety of 
elements, which I have laid out in Table 8. 
(possessor) N ʔa N (possessed) - Possession (Lamy, 2011) 
N ʔa Clf Num Clf - Reference (This Data) 
N ʔa Clf Num (>10) - Counting (Cervo, 2011; Olson 2014) 
N ʔa Adj  - Adjectival Modification (Cervo, 2011) 
 
Table 8 
This data not only offers a new structure as we have discussed, but also contains a few of 
the structures compiled in Table 8, albeit with some alteration. Each of the following examples 
were elicited from KP. Ex. 51 shows the morpheme used in a possessive structure, and ex. 52 
 
1Note that the tone on the morpheme transcribed from this data is the same as that reported by Cervo (2011), but 
different from the one reported by Olson (2014). This can be accounted for one of two ways. 1) There could be 
dialectal variation in tone. 2) This morpheme’s tone was ambiguous in this data. It is possible that the tone of these 
grammatical elements is either non-existent or under-specified. 
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shows how in KP’s dialect the enumerator appears in front of the numeral when counting 20 and 
above (as opposed to 10 and above as reported by Olson (2014) and Cervo (2011)). 
51. Ɂə1wə2po1khwa1 Ɂa1  θa4mɨ1njɔ3 
man    LINK cat 
‘the man’s cat’ 
 
52. θa4mɨ1njɔ3  Ɂa1  ɗɨ1     khi2-si2 
cat    LINK Clf:4FTANIMAL twenty 
‘twenty cats’ (40) 
 
Recall that ex. 53 is a typical example of the new construction. 
53. hi1  Ɂa1  thu1    khi2 thu1 
house LINK Clf:PILLAR two Clf:PILLAR 
‘two house pillars’ (37), (37) 
 
Interestingly, when counting 20 or more house pillars, there are no longer two enumerators 
present. As in ex. 52, there is no post-numeral enumerator. 
54. hi1  Ɂa1  thu1   khi2 -si2 
house LINK Clf:PILLAR twenty 
‘twenty house pillars’ (37) 
 
This suggests that the reordered enumerator that occurs when counting higher quantities occupies 
the same place syntactically as the pre-numeral enumerator when counting lower quantities. Now 
see how the order changes when placed in the context of a possessive construction. 
55. Ɂə1wə2po1khwa1 Ɂa1  hi1  thu1   khi2  thu1  
man    LINK house Clf:PILLAR two Clf:PILLAR 
‘the man’s two house pillars’ (37), (37) 
 
The morpheme interposed between ‘house’ and ‘man’ does not co-occur with the morpheme that 
usually occurs between ‘house’ and the enumerator for pillars when referring to ‘house pillars’. 
When asked if ex. 56 were acceptable, KP said, “It sounds weird.”  
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56. *Ɂə1wə2po1khwa1 Ɂa1  hi1  Ɂa1  thu1   khi2  thu1  
man    LINK house LINK Clf:PILLAR two Clf:PILLAR 
‘the man’s two house pillars’ (37), (37) 
 
The fact that the possessive morpheme and the pre-enumerator morpheme resist occurring 
together, in tandem with the obvious similarity in distribution, suggests that the two Ɂa1 
morphemes serve a similar role. Ex. 57 demonstrates how possessive structures do not rule out 
the presence of the Ɂa1 morpheme that occurs with enumerators that precede the numeral when 
counting above 19. 
57. Ɂə1wə2po1khwa1 Ɂa1  hi1  thu1   Ɂa1  thu1   khi2-si2 
man    LINK house Clf:PILLAR LINK Clf:PILLAR twenty 
‘the man’s twenty house pillars’ (37), (37) 
 
In light of these facts, I propose that the best way to view this intervening morpheme Ɂa1 
is as a linker. The term ‘linker’ has been used to describe morphemes that occur between various 
elements yet lack independent meaning. A common manifestation of these types of morphemes 
are those which must occur between nouns and items within the nominal expression. In these 
situations, items that co-occur with linkers are frequently modifiers of various kinds. This has 
been argued to be a predication relationship (Den Dikken and Singhapreecha 2004). Key 
properties of linkers can be illustrated in the construction in Persian called Ezafe (glossed as Ez). 
In the following example, the morpheme ye occurs between the noun and each successive 
modifier. 
58. gorbe-ye iraani-ye  sefid-e  Maryam  
cat-Ez  Persian-Ez  white-Ez Maryam  
‘Maryam’s white Persian cat’ 




Additionally, linkers are most often used only in specific configurations of nominal 
expressions. For instance, in Persian, Ezafe is restricted to occurring between nouns and 
elements that occur after the noun. By contrast, elements occurring before the noun do not have a 
linker interposed between them and the noun as shown in ex. 59. 
59. Har se  ketaab-e aabi 
every three  book-Ez blue  
‘all three blue books’ 
Reproduced from Kahnemuyipour (2014) 
 
Linkers offer a unified explanation for the distributions in Table 8. In S’gaw Karen, the 
specific configuration in view is like that in Persian, with Ɂa1 occurring to the right of nouns and 
before items that precede numerals (N- Ɂa1-X-Num). If Ɂa1 is a linker it would suggest that the 
enumerators in this data are occurring in a modifier position within the nominal expression.  
Some work has been done showing how the linker in examples like this arise in response 
to a syntactic process of predicate inversion (Den Dikken and Singhapreecha 2004; 
Kahnemuyipour 2014), and Schneider-Zioga et al. (2015) show how linkers are used in Kinande 
to mark predication within the verb phrase, as between two objects of a verb. This latter example 
also shows evidence of linkers being associated with predicate inversion. Even in English, the 
word of occurs as a linker of sorts between two nouns in a predicative relationship. Rather than 
saying “my uncle who is a buffoon is joining us for lunch”, one can say “my buffoon of an uncle 
is joining us for lunch.” This usage is restricted and seems to require a negative semantic 
implication. It also shows that in some cases where the order of predicative relationships can be 
reversed, the linker appears in one of them. 
Something similar is occurring in S’gaw Karen, insofar as there is a reordering of the 
numeral and enumerator elements. This reordering is associated with the presence of a linker, a 
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feature which is shared by each of the examples above. Cross-linguistically, we have already 
observed that there exist semantic relationships between nominal forms and the sortal classifiers 
that occur with them. It is possible that this relationship is being utilized as a linguistic tool to 
ascribe attributes to the noun through the means of a linker. However, the nature of this 
reordering remains to be discovered, whether it be movement of some sort or a separate process. 
Certainly, in the case of counting 20 and above, movement seems a likely option as the pre-
numeral enumerator is mutually exclusive with a post-numeral enumerator. 
Important questions would then be when Ɂa1 is licensed or mandatory and what syntactic 
significance that might bear on the internal NP structure in S’gaw Karen. While that discussion is 
beyond the scope of this thesis, there is at least one final point to be drawn from this data that 
pertains to it. An interesting fact, which has already been noted, is that in these constructions 
with Ɂa1, when individuating entities, the pre-numeral and post-numeral enumerator are often 
identical. This would suggest that the enumerator in the numeral-enumerator pair is selecting for 
or being selected by the entire NP including the first enumerator. I leave the order of selection 
unspecified for now, as the discussions surrounding whether the maximal projection of these 
phrases are a noun phrase, numeral phrase, enumerator phrase, or a determiner phrase were not 
addressed directly by this data. However, this data may be useful in helping to answer that 
question. 
In ex. 60, if the entity being counted was merely a tree, the enumerator would be the4 (35), 
as seen in ex. 61. However, the entity described is specified as Ɂa1 ɗe1 (39), and the post-numeral 




60. θe2  Ɂa1  ɗe1    khi2 ɗe1 
tree LINK Clf:BRANCH two Clf:BRANCH 
‘two branches’ (39), (39) 
 
61. θe2   khi2 the4 
tree/wood two Clf:TREE 
two trees (35) 
 
A final question that remains is whether the linkers are being used to form compounds. 
Dutch and Afrikaans commonly use what is called a linker morpheme to form compounds (Krott 
et al. 2002; Trollip and van Huyssteen 2018), so this is not beyond the realm of reason. However, 
we also have the forms in section 4.2.2 to contend with, as they appear to be compounds without 
linkers. It is possible that compounds both with and without Ɂa1 are utilized. However, this data 
may suggest that forms with Ɂa1 are not compounds, as in ex. 55 the morpheme in question does 
not occur between the noun and enumerator but in front of the noun to mark possession. If the 
presence of Ɂa1 between the noun and enumerator is dependent on whether the phrase is 
additionally part of a possessive structure, it is unlikely Ɂa1 is simply a compound marker.  
The morpheme Ɂa1, as it occurs in the distribution described in this section, is not attested 
in previous accounts of enumerators in S’gaw Karen. Its analysis as a linker morpheme provides 
a unified description of this distribution and the others listed in Table 8, accounting for the 
apparent structural similarity of diverse elements that appear in nominal phrases in S’gaw Karen 
and providing a direction for further research. Furthermore, the evidence that linkers are 
appearing with enumerators as part of marking a predication relationship with nouns is 
potentially informative to our understanding of the role(s) of linkers cross-linguistically. 
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4.5 – Challenged Assumptions from the Data 
Before concluding, there are a few points to be discussed; two prior claims about S’gaw 
Karen that the data either challenges or does not verify, as well as two enumerators that contrast 
in distribution with the rest of the data yet fall outside of the discussions of this thesis. 
i. Suriya (1998) reports the existence of nouns that can occur with more than one 
classifier yet denote the same type of entity. This is apparently due to semantic ambiguity on the 
part of the noun (e.g. Using either classifier phlə2 (11) or ɓo1 (14) for an object that could be 
interpreted to be either ‘round’ or ‘long’). KP’s dialect has cases like this, where a shift in 
enumerator doesn’t change the type of object to which the noun refers. However, this is most 
often due to synonymy or semantic overlap of the enumerators rather than ambiguity in the 
taxonomy of the noun.  
62. to2  Ɂa1  θwi1  khi2 θwi1 
bird LINK Cfl:NEST two Cfl:NEST 
 
to2  Ɂa1  θwi1  khi2 ɗɨ1 
bird LINK Cfl:NEST two  Cfl:NEST/HIVE 
 
‘Two bird nests’ (27), (27), (27), (41) 
 
In the case above, rather than drawing attention to two distinct semantic features of to2 
Ɂa1 θwi1, θwi1 (27) and ɗɨ1 (41) are semantically similar, demonstrating frequent overlap in 
usage. The exception to this common pattern is objects that occur with a semantically specific 
enumerator that can also occur with the enumerator for general objects, kha4 (79). This patterns 




63. wə4phe3 Ɂa1  nɨ3   khi2 nɨ3 
 cow  LINK Clf:HORN two Clf:HORN 
 
wə4phe3 Ɂa1  nɨ3   khi2  kha4 
cow  LINK Clf:HORN two  Clf:GEN.OBJ. 
 
‘two cow horns’ (51), (51), (51), (79) 
 
More commonly, variation in enumerators for the same noun occasions a shift in the 
reference of the phrase, as in the following examples: 
Sortal Classifiers 
Individuation/Specific 
64. pɔ3  khi2 ɗe1 
flower two Clf:BRANCH 
‘two flower stems’ (6), (39) 
65. pɔ3  khi2 pɔ3 
flower two Clf:BLOSSOM 
‘two flower blossoms’ (6), (6) 
66. pɔ3  khi2 kho2 
flower two Clf:HEAD 
‘two flower plants (by head)’ (6), (80) 
67. pɔ3  khi2 the4 
flower two Clf:PLANT 
‘two flower plants’ (6), (35) 
Mensural Classifiers 
Portion/Group 
68. pɔ3  khi2  kə1to3 
flower two Clf:BUNDLE 
‘two bundles of flowers’ (6), (67) 
69. pɔ3  khi2  ko4ɓli3 
flower two Clf:LAYER 




70. pɔ3  khi2 sɔ4 
flower two Clf:HANDFUL 
‘two handfuls of rice’ (6), (47) 
71. pɔ3  khi2  kɨ1rɨ1 
flower two Clf:FENCE 
‘two flower gardens’ (6), (66) 
 
Another notable example of this is the noun elicited in response to ‘grass’, which occurs 
with six different enumerators. KP indicated that the form can also refer to what we would call 
‘bushes’, so the following examples could have a few translations. For simplicity’s sake, we will 




72. no4  khi2 θi2 
grass two Clf:FINGER.THUMB.HELD 
‘Two small bunches of grass (i.e. the amount held when grasped by the thumb and 
forefinger)’ (25) 
 
The enumerator above is used to measure items that can be grabbed with a couple of 
digits, as described by the consultant. If one had two cartloads of grass, the enumerator le2 (55) 
would be used. pu1 (5) is used to reference either two piles of grass or two clumps of grass one 
might pull from the ground. lo1 (59) is commonly used with food items when they are divided, 
but when used with ‘grass’ it refers patches of grass (KP spoke of areas that are distinct in some 
way from the surrounding ground). kha4 (77) is used to reference two individuated blades of 
grass. The following example was not given in response to an elicitation, but KP volunteered it 
ex. 73 as a counter example to ex. 74. 
73. no4  ɗə4  pa4  
grass one Clf:GROUND 
‘the whole grass’ (3) 
 
74. no4  khi2  lo1  
grass two Clf:PIECE 
‘two patches of grass’ (6) 
 
The significance of these examples, and many more like them, is that there is a greater 
variability in the enumerators with which a noun can occur in KP’s dialect than observed by 
Suriya.  
ii. Both Suriya (1998) and Jones (1961) propose a high level of overlap between nouns 
and enumerators. Jones discusses repeaters, while Suriya discusses noun-derived classifiers. The 
lack of apparent repeaters was interesting but testing the existence and extent of repeaters in 
KP’s dialect would require much more elicitation utilizing a vast lexicon of available nouns. As 
rewarding as that endeavor might be, it is beyond the scope of this project.  
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Suriya implicitly seems to claim that many of the classifiers she presents are common 
nouns used in a different syntactic role. She states ‘(Clf) as a noun means ___’. Having once 
established an enumerator in her noun-derived list as being in usage in KP’s dialect, I expected it 
to be an easy matter to elicit the same morpheme as a head noun. However, no matter how often 
I tried it, there was rarely a noun that corresponded with a given enumerator. The five that did 
are discussed in Section 4.2. This means that either my elicitations were not extensive enough, 
KP’s dialect has lost many of the connections between the enumerators he uses and the nouns 
that gave rise to them, or Suriya overestimated the number of enumerators derived from nouns. 
This latter possibility seems unlikely, since the project that her paper was drawn from was a 
dictionary that she compiled. This leads to the conclusion that there is more work to be done with 
this dialect, possibly historical in nature, to identify sources of discrepancies between KP’s 
dialect and those reported in previous accounts. 
iii. There are two enumerators that need special attention. ɓlɔ1 (17) is an enumerator that 
occurs with instances of motion (e.g. ‘the water goes up and down twice’), and sɨ4pho1 (43) is an 
enumerator that translates as ‘a little while’ and occurs with verbs like ‘wait.’ Suriya (1998) calls 
morphemes like these, as well as enumerators associated with time such as ni2 – Year (50), 
action classifiers. These are not to be confused with verb classifiers, which are morphemes that 
classify properties of nouns while being affixed to verbs (Aikhenvald 2000; Grinevald 2000).  
That these enumerators (17 & 43) occur with verbs, possibly as adverbs, is not surprising. 
After all, in English these translate well as ‘two times’ (i.e. the water goes up and down [two 
times]). What is worth noting is that these enumerators do not seem to occur when counting 
nouns at all. The phenomenon of enumerators occurring without a head noun is not uncommon 
and is addressed in greater detail in Section 4.1. However, in that section those enumerators that 
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can occur without a head noun can also occur with a head noun. In fact, I would likely have not 
stumbled across these, and words like them, during the elicitations if they had not been a part of 
previous lists. Perhaps there are nouns with which these enumerators can occur that this study 
simply didn’t uncover. However, what would it mean if ɓlɔ1 (17) and sɨ4pho1 (43) cannot occur 
with head nouns? After all, numeral classifiers are broadly considered to be a phenomenon of 
nominal classification. It may indicate that they belong in a separate categorization from 
enumerators entirely. More likely, the theory of enumerators, specifically regarding the sub-
category of measure terms, needs to be broad enough to encompass these forms. In any case 




5 – Conclusion 
 
This thesis has presented and analyzed a compilation of enumerators from S’gaw Karen. 
Descriptions of enumerators have often included a sub-categorization of enumerators into groups 
like measure terms, mensural classifiers, and sortal classifiers. Previous works on S’gaw Karen 
have been inconsistent in the identification and justification of these divisions among 
enumerators. The data from this project have identified syntactic distributions that demonstrate 
that the grammar of S’gaw Karen distinguishes sub-classes of enumerators, thereby supporting a 
formal sub-categorization of them. 
The occurrence of a subset of enumerators in count constructions without a head noun, ø-
Num-Clf, supports making a distinction between measure terms and classifiers. Only morphemes 
we would expect to be measure terms occur in this construction. Measure terms are notable in 
that they do not have a restricted, semantic domain, which was observed for each enumerator 
that appeared in this distribution. 
Another relevant distribution includes a previously unattested construction involving the 
morpheme Ɂa1 that was observed in these data. Previous accounts of S’gaw Karen report a 
similar morpheme occurring between nouns and various types of post-nominal modifiers, such as 
possessed items, adjectives, and count constructions involving numerals greater than 10 (N-Ɂa1-
Clf-Num>10). In these data the morpheme also occurs between nouns and enumerators in pre-
numeral position while counting with numerals 10 or less, which maintains the enumerator in 
post-numeral position (N-Ɂa1-Clf-Num<11-Clf). The variety of contexts for this morpheme 
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suggests that it should be analyzed as a linker, a morpheme that occurs between nouns and their 
modifiers in some configurations without bearing a semantic value itself. The appearance of the 
Ɂa1 morpheme in this pre-numeral<10 distribution is unattested in previous literature and merits 
further research, but the significant point for this analysis is that only enumerators that are used 
to reference individual, whole entities, i.e. sortal classifiers, occur with Ɂa1 in this context. This 
supports making a formal distinction between mensural classifiers and sortal classifiers. 
While there is much work needed in order to further explore the distributions listed 
above, the claims in this thesis provide the basis for future research into the sub-categorization of 
numeral classifiers in S’gaw Karen. Being able to formaly identify different types of enumerators 
could inform our understanding on the lexical properties of nouns, the various morphemes that 





The following compilation of morphemes stems from 10 hours of elicitation with Kwah 
Poe (KP), a native speaker of S’gaw Karen. The order of enumerations follows that of an IPA 
chart: from voiceless stops to approximants for each place of articulation, beginning with labial 
consonants and ending  with glottal consonants [p ph ɓ m w θ t th ɗ s sh z n l j k kh ɣ] as well as 
from high to low vowels, beginning with front vowels and ending with back vowels [i e ɛ ɨ ə a u 
o ɔ].  
Fischer’s (2013) analysis of S’gaw Karen was used to guide the transcriptions. The 
resulting transcriptions are meant to be accurate, phonemic representations of the elicited 
enumerators given the phoneme inventory described by Fischer. Cursory notes on potential 
variations in KP’s dialect are discussed in Section 3.2. 
1) pɨ1lɔ1 – Glass container 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘water’ and ‘flower’ to indicate the associated glass 
container. With ‘water’, it can refer to a glass bottle. With ‘flower’, it can refer to a vase. 
2) pa3 – Side 
This enumerator means ‘side’, and it occurs with ‘house’ to refer to the side(s) of the house. 
It also occurs with body parts. It occurs with ‘cheek’, ‘shoulder’, and ‘buttock’. The enumerator 
khɔ4 (82) seems to be more commonly used in KP’s dialect. To my knowledge, there does not 
seem to be a distinction between the usage and meaning of the two enumerators, and they are 




3) pa4 – Plot or ground 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘land/ground’ and with ‘grass.’ This contrasts with 
the enumerator ɓe1, which occurs with ‘field’, and kɨ1rɨ1, which occurs with ‘garden’. KP 
indicated that it refers to ground in general. The sense in which it occurs with ‘grass’ refers to a 
whole area of grass. 
4) pu1 – Hole 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘mouth’ (i.e. ‘head’+pu1) and ‘thing’+Ɂa1+pu1. 
When it occurs with ‘thing’+Ɂa1+pu1, it simply specifies a ‘hole’. It can occur with ‘valley’ to 
refer to the bottom or basin of the valley. Other examples of this enumerator beyond bodily 
orifices were difficult to find, so further investigation into its use would be warranted. 
The ‘hole’ enumerator seems to be homophonous with the ‘pile’ (5) enumerator, though KP 
claims to say them differently. However, I noticed no consistent variation between their phonetic 
wave forms. 
5) pu1 – Pile 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘apple’, ‘firewood’, ‘bamboo’, ‘grass’, and without a 
head noun. When it occurs without a head noun, it simply specifies a ‘pile’.  With these other 
nouns, it translates as ‘pile of’. 
The ‘pile’ enumerator seems to be homophonous with the ‘hole’ (4) enumerator, though KP 





6) pɔ3 – Flower head 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘flower’, ‘rose’, and ‘jasmine’. The morpheme is 
homophonous with the word for ‘flower’. It can also occur with ‘mushroom’, so there is at least 
one place where it can indicate something other than ‘blossom’. In the case of ‘mushroom’, it 
refers to fact that the mushroom has a cap, according to KP. 
7) plɨ1 – Cubit 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘bamboo’. It uses the length of the hand and forearm 
as a measurement, translating as ‘cubit’.  
8) phɨ2 – Inward breath 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘cigarette’ and ‘smoke’. It roughly translates as ‘an 
inward pull of breath’ either ‘on a cigarette’ or ‘of smoke’. Any other uses of the enumerator 
have yet to be discovered. 
This enumerator overlaps in usage with kwe4 (71), but the sense I got from KP is that phɨ2 is 
more specific to the action of breathing in. 
9) pha4 – Box 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘egg’, ‘book’, and ‘apple’. It refers to boxes of the 
associated noun. 
10) phɔ4 – Pound 




11) phlə2 – Round, three dimensional 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘banana’, ‘rock’, ‘onion’, ‘hat’, ‘hammock’, ‘chair’, 
‘building’, and ‘voice’. The only readily apparent shared semantic sense is that of having three 
dimensions, or more accurately, having similar size value in three dimensions. Perhaps it would 
be easier to define this as being of a shape that is neither flat (like ɓe1 (12)) nor long (like ɓo1 
(14)). 
In addition to the nouns listed above, which demonstrate some breadth to the use of this 
enumerator, there are nouns like ‘mountain’ (made of ‘rock’) and ‘city’ (comprising ‘buildings’) 
which seem to occur with the enumerator by semantic extension. At least, this was the reasoning 
that KP provided. 
12) ɓe1 – Flat, wide 
This enumerator occurs with a wide spectrum of nouns. It seems to primarily indicate the 
flatness of an object. This is evidenced in its occurrence with ‘skin’, ‘bark’, ‘table’, ‘blanket’, 
‘petals’, ‘leaf’, and many others. Words such as ‘table’ are telling in that potentially similar 
objects, such as ‘chair’ will take a different enumerator in accordance with its shape. There are a 
few body parts that occur with this enumerator like ‘chest’, ‘back’, and ‘lip’. It occurs with flat 
landforms like ‘lake’, ‘forest’, and ‘plain’. 
The usage of ɓe1 seems to extend beyond objects that could easily be labeled ‘flat’. The 
nouns that occur with this enumerator that are not merely ‘flat’ fall into a few categories. It 
occurs with swimming life; all manner of fish, excluding those that occur with ɓo1 (14) like ‘eel’ 
or ‘catfish’. It occurs with water borne vehicles, like ‘canoe’ and ‘motorboat’. Note that this 
contrasts with other modes of transportation, which occur with kho4 (81). It occurs with insects 
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and other arthropods like ‘beetle’, ‘pill bug’, and ‘grasshopper’. It occurs with flying life forms 
like ‘bat’, ‘chicken’, ‘parrot’, ‘bird’, and ‘airplane’. It also occurs with ‘turtle’, though whether 
this counts as a fish or a wide, flat object is uncertain. 
It is possible that these categories also bear a semantic attachment to ‘flatness’. For instance, 
many fish could be described as flat. This example is striking for the previously mentioned fact 
that there are counter examples of water bound animals that take ɓo1 (14) when they are long and 
round. 
13) ɓa3 – Dollar, basic monetary unit 
This enumerator occurs without a head noun, translating as ‘dollar’. While this is used to 
mean ‘dollar’ in the United States, the enumerator likely references an older monetary 
measurement from Southeast Asia, the Baht, which was also a weight measurement. 
14) ɓo1 – Long, thin 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘thread’, ‘pen’, ‘bamboo’, ‘river’ or ‘stream’, 
‘support beam’, ‘cigarette’, and ‘snake’. With ‘bamboo’ it refers to a piece of bamboo. It has 
several applications to the body, like ‘nose’, ‘finger’, ‘toe’, and ‘neck’.  It has a wide range of 
usage similar to other shape-oriented enumerators like phlə2 (11) and ɓe1 (12), but its applications 
seem fairly straightforward and predictable. 
15) ɓo1mu1 – Kingdom 
This enumerator occurs with the noun ‘kingdom’. Further investigation is needed to 




16) ɓɔ1 – Container 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘water’. It is a versatile enumerator that can refer to 
containers ranging from a bottle to a gallon jug to a barrel. This can be contrasted with ko2 (69), 
which refers to bottles. KP says that this enumerator typically refers to larger containers. 
17) ɓlɔ1 – Motion instance 
A verified instance of this morpheme occurs with the predicate ‘go’ and indicates the number 
of times gone. Also, when saying that the water has risen and fallen twice (referring to tides), this 
morpheme is used. 
18) mi1 – Abstract object 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘thing’, ‘emotion’, and ‘thought’. With ‘thing’, it 
refers to an abstract event, a ‘thing’ that has occurred. 
19) mɛ1nɛ1 – Minute 
This enumerator can occur without a head noun, translating as ‘minute’. This is a borrowed 
word from English. 
20) mɨ1 – Vine 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘water gourd’ and ‘thing’+Ɂa1+mɨ1. With ‘water 
gourd’ it refers to the vine of the plant. With ‘thing’+Ɂa1+mɨ1 it simply refers to vines. 
21) mɔ1 – Mouthful 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘rice’, ‘chicken’, and ‘mouthful’. It is not 
homophonous with the noun ‘mouthful’. 
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22) mjɔ1 – Family or kind 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘family’, ‘culture’, ‘flavor’, ‘name’, ‘idea’, ‘car’, 
‘tool’, and ‘book’. With nouns like ‘culture’, ‘flavor’, ‘name’, and ‘idea’ the enumerator 
indicates a difference between the numbered entities (i.e. ‘two different cultures’). With nouns 
like ‘car’, ‘tool’, and ‘book’ it indicates types of the numbered entity (i.e. ‘two types of car’). 
This can be contrasted with kɨ1lɨ1 (65), which refers to a comparatively broader taxonomic scope. 
KP said that this enumerator refers to family, or blood, whereas kɨ1lɨ1 (65) refers to race. 
23) wa4 – Half 
This enumerator occurs with nouns that can be divided, like ‘cake’ or ‘banana’, to indicate 
‘half’.  
24) wɔ3 – Instance 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘nap’, ‘trip’, ‘battle’, ‘hand shake’ to enumerate 
them. It also can occur with ‘crooked road’. This contrasts with a normal ‘road’, which takes ɓo1 
(14) as an enumerator. There is some overlap with thi2 (34), such as ‘comb twice’ and ‘hoe 
stroke’. The distinction between the two is unclear and needs further inquiry. 
25) θi2 – Amount held between index finger and thumb 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘grass’ and ‘asparagus’ to refer to the amount one 
can grasp within an enclosed index finger and thumb. It can also occur with ‘banana’ to indicate 
a small bunch (not the large bunch that grows on the tree). KP resisted the idea of using this with 




26) θə1 – Day 
This enumerator can occur without a head noun to mean ‘day’ in the sense of a 24-hour 
period. It can also occur with nouns like ‘harvest’, translating as ‘day of’. Note the distinction 
between this enumerator and ni1 (49), which refers to the daytime. 
27) θwi1 – Nest 
This enumerator occurs like ‘bird nest’, ‘termite hill’, and ‘fish nest’. Another enumerator, 
ɗɨ1 (41), seems synonymous. 
28) θwa1 – Step 
This enumerator can occur without a head noun, translating as ‘steps’ (i.e. walking), or it can 
occur with ‘ladder’ to refer to the rungs of a ladder. 
29) te2 – Bag (small) 
This enumerator can occur without a head noun to mean ‘small bag’. It contrasts with thɨ2 
(36) which refers to larger bags. It also can occur with nouns like ‘food’ or ‘bread’ to mean bags 
of the same. Whether thu1 (38) has a distinct meaning from this morpheme has yet to be 
explored, but KP indicated they both refer to ‘small bag’. 
30) te3 – Loaf 
This enumerator occurs with ‘bread’ to mean ‘loaf’. However, this only refers to bagged 
loaves of bread. KP says it refers to the bread, rather than the bag. Whether this enumerator can 




31) tə3 – Instance 
This enumerator can be used with ‘grade’ to refer to a grade in school (e.g. ‘2nd grade’). It 
can also occur with ‘place’ or ‘place of work’ to enumerate places. 
32) tɨ4pwo4 – Bush 
This enumerator occurs with the noun for ‘bush’, which is homophonous with this 
enumerator. Whether it can occur with any other nouns needs to be explored. 
33) to2 – Seed 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘seed’, ‘ant’, ‘bullet’, and ‘pill’. KP said that it 
relates to the shape of a seed. 
34) thi2 – Instance, strike 
During elicitation, this morpheme was produced in response to English nominal forms like 
‘bee sting’, ‘gunshot’, or ‘breath’. However, it could be argued that each of these are 
nominalized verbal forms, and it seems that this morpheme does occur with ‘to comb’. Further 
investigation needs to be done to place this morpheme in a more robust context to determine 
whether the elicitation is producing ‘bee sting’ or ‘a bee stings twice’. 
Other examples include ‘(a) hit’ or ‘(a) punch’, ‘hoe stroke’ and ‘shot’ (i.e. from a needle). 
There is overlap with wɔ3 (24). The distinction between them is unclear. 
35) the4 – Plant 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘tree’, ‘banana’, and ‘flower’. It refers to the tree, 
except in the case of ‘flower’, in which case it refers to the stem. 
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36) thɨ2 – Bag (large) 
This enumerator occurs without a head noun to refer to ‘large bag’. This contrasts with te2 
(29) and thu4 (38). It occurs with nouns like ‘rice’ or ‘bread’ to refer to ‘bag of’. 
37) thu1 – Pillar 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘electric pole’, ‘house’+Ɂa1+thu1, and 
‘thing’+Ɂa1+thu1. With ‘thing’+Ɂa1+thu1 it refers to a pillar. With ‘banana’ it can be used to refer 
to a ‘banana tree’ like the4 (35), and with ‘rock’ to refer to a pillar-like rock. It can also occur 
with ‘tree’ to refer to a wooden pole. 
38) thu4 – Bag, package 
This enumerator occurs without a head noun to indicate ‘small bag’. It also occurs with 
nouns like ‘rice’ to indicate ‘bag of’, as well as with nouns like ‘cigarette’ to indicate a package 
of cigarettes. It overlaps in usage with te2 (29), and it contrasts with thɨ2 (36), which refers to 
larger bags.  
39) ɗe1 – Branch 
This enumerator occurs with ‘tree’+Ɂa1+ɗe1, ‘river’, and ‘flower’. With ‘tree’+Ɂa1+ɗe1 it 
refers to a tree branch. With ‘river’ it refers to a branch of the river. With ‘flower’ it refers to the 
stem of the flower. 
40) ɗɨ1 – Animal 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘cow’, ‘dog’, and ‘sugar glider’. To my knowledge, 
the animals that occur with this enumerator are mammals, and other animals seem to occur 
primarily with either ɓe1 (12) or ɓo1 (14). 
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41) ɗɨ1 – Nest 
This enumerator occurs with ‘bird’+Ɂa1+θwi1 (27) to refer to ‘bird nest’ and with ‘bee’ to 
refer to ‘bee hive’. It seems to be homophonous with the enumerator for animal, ɗɨ1 (40). There 
is an apparent overlap in usage with θwi1 (27) in that both can be used as the enumerator for 
‘bird nest’.   
42) ɗu2 – Group 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘men’, ‘bandit’, and ‘deer’ and other animals to refer 
to groups of them. It can also occur with ‘army’ to count armies. 
43) sɨ4pho1 – A little while 
This morpheme can occur with the verb ‘wait’ to mean ‘a little while’. 
44) sɛ3 – Bucket 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘water’, ‘rice’, or ‘leaf.’ It translates as ‘bucket of.’ 
45) sɛ2ka1 – Second 
This enumerator occurs without a head noun to refer to ‘second.’ It seems to be a borrowed 
term from English. 
46) sə1 – Generation 
This enumerator occurs without a head noun to refer to ‘generation’. 
47) sɔ4 – Handful  
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘mud’, ‘rice’, ‘cooked rice’, and even ‘hair’. 
Anything that is loose and can be held in the hand can be quantified with this morpheme. It is not 
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an exact reduplication of ‘hand’, but KP mentioned a connection to ‘grabbing’. Whether this has 
an etymological connection with a verbal form has yet to be explored. 
48) zə1 – Clothing (set) 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘sock’ and ‘shoe’ to indicate ‘pair of’. On the other 
hand, it occurs with nouns like ‘shirt’, ‘pants’, and ‘underwear’ to individuate them. It also 
occurs with ‘clothes’ to refer to an entire ‘set of’. 
49) ni1 – Day 
This enumerator can occur without a head noun, translating as ‘day’. This enumerator seems 
to refer the daytime. Note the distinction between this enumerator and θə1 (26).  
50) ni2 – Year 
This enumerator can occur without a head noun, translating as ‘year’. This morpheme can 
also occur with ‘school’ to indicate ‘years of school’. 
51) nɨ1 – Horn 
This enumerator occurs with the noun ‘cow’+Ɂa1+nɨ1. Whether this enumerator can be used 
in other contexts needs to be explored. 
52) na4 – Night 
This enumerator can occur without a head noun, translating as ‘night’. 
53) na4tɨ3 – Spoonful 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘soup’. It can occur with anything that can be 
scooped with a spoon. 
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54) na1ri4 – Hour 
This enumerator can occur without a head noun, translating as ‘hour’. 
55) nwi2 – Week 
This enumerator can occur without a head noun, translating as ‘week’. The enumerator also 
is the numeral ‘seven’, so that ‘seven weeks’ is said ‘nwi2 nwi2’. 
56) le2 – Tiny piece 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘meat’. It can be translated as ‘tiny piece’, though it 
was given once in response to the elicitation for ‘2 slices of meat’. More research needs to be 
done to find the breadth of its use. It ought to be compared to ke1 (64), which also can be 
translated as ‘slice’ or ‘small piece’. KP indicated that this enumerator is used as a modifier with 
‘broken glass’, indicating how small the pieces of broken glass are. A size distinction may be the 
only difference between the two enumerators. 
57) le2 – Cart (load) 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘grass’ or ‘bamboo’. It translates as ‘cartload of’. 
However, it can occur without a head noun, translating as ‘cart’. As attested by KP, this 
enumerator and the previous seem to be homophonous. 
58) lɨ4 – Smoke cloud 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘thing’+Ɂa1+lɨ4, ‘cigarette’+Ɂa1+lɨ4, and 




59) la1 – Month 
This enumerator can occur without a head noun, translating as ‘month’. 
60) lu1 – Hill 
This enumerator can occur with nouns like ‘thing’+Ɂa1+lu1, ‘termite’, and ‘mountain’. With 
‘thing’+Ɂa1+lu1 it refers to a hill. With termite it refers to the nest. With ‘mountain’, it refers to a 
hill that is on a mountain. 
61) lo1 – Piece or chunk 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘bread’, ‘chicken’, and ‘cake’, basically any food 
that can be broken into pieces. It can also occur with ‘grass’, translating as ‘patch of’. It also 
occurs with ‘cloud’. 
62) lɔ1xɔ1 – Dish 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘chicken’. This refers to a plate of food. It can occur 
without a head noun to refer to a generic ‘dish’. It seems to refer to edible dishes in general. It 
also occurs as a head noun and takes ɓe1 (12) as an enumerator.  
63) jɨ1 – Narrative or story 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘poem’, ‘song’, and ‘movie’. KP also claimed that it 






64) ke1 – Slice or small piece 
This enumerator occurs with fruit like ‘watermelon’ or ‘orange’, as well as ‘bread’, 
translating as ‘slice’. It also occurs with ‘bamboo’ and ‘wood’ translating as ‘small piece’. It 
should be compared to le2 (56) in order to discover the semantic distinction between the two. 
65) kɨ1lɨ1 – Race or kind 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘car’ or ‘bird’. It specifies a type of object, but at a 
macro-level. This can be contrasted with the more commonly used mjɔ1 (22). Though the two 
can often be interchanged, KP indicates this enumerator indicates a ‘race’ of an entity, whereas 
mjɔ1 indicates a ‘family’ of an entity. 
66) kɨ1rɨ1 – Fence 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘flower’+kɨ1rɨ1 to refer to a flower garden or 
‘vegetable garden’. It can also occur without a head noun, translating as ‘fence’. 
67) kə1to3 – Bundle or bunch 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘rope’, ‘bamboo’, ‘flowers’ and ‘firewood’. It seems 
to be assumed that the bundle is tied together. 
68) ku1wo3 – Circle or coil 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘circle’+ku1wo3, ‘rope’ and ‘thread’. With 
‘circle’+ku1wo3 it refers to a circle. With ‘rope’, ‘thread’, or ‘wire’ it indicates a coil or spool. It 
can also occur with ‘mushroom’, indicating a circle of mushrooms. This indicates that is can be 




69) ko2 – Bottle 
This enumerator occurs with liquids like ‘water’ and refers to bottle-like containers of plastic 
or metal. 
70) ko4ɓli3 – Thin sheets or layers 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘flower’, ‘paper’, and ‘onion skin’. With ‘flower’ it 
translates as ‘petal’, with ‘paper’ it translates as ‘sheet’, and with ‘onion skin’ it translates as 
‘layer’. 
71) kwe4 – Draft 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘water’ and ‘cigarette’. With ‘water’ it translates as 
‘drink of’ or ‘swallow of’. With ‘cigarette’ it could translate as ‘a pull on’ or ‘a puff on’. This 
enumerator has overlap in the case of cigarette with phɨ2 (8). 
72) kwa4 – Cup or glass 
This enumerator occurs with liquids like ‘water’ and ‘soup’ or with solids like ‘beans’. There 
didn’t seem to be a restriction on what type of object could be used with this, so long as the 
object could go in a cup. 
73) klə2 – Log-like object 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘log’ or ‘beam’. In fact, these are the only attested 
two uses by KP. He also mentioned that it is understandable, but that it is an older form. More 




74) klo4 – Line or row 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘word’, ‘sentence’, ‘ant’, ‘plant’, and ‘trap’. With 
‘word’, it translates as ‘line of words’, but ‘sentence’ also uses this enumerator and translates as 
‘sentence’. With ‘ant’, ‘plant’, and other nouns it translates as ‘line of’ or ‘row of’. It can also 
occur with ‘valley’ to indicate the middle line of the valley. It can occur without a head noun, 
translating as ‘two lines’.  
75) khi1lo3 – Kilogram 
This is a borrowed weight measurement the KP claims is standard usage in the Karen 
population. 
76) khe1 – Division 
This enumerator is used to describe the division lines of a kilogram. It can occur without a 
head noun. Originally, this was equated with ke1 (64), KP confirming it was the same word. 
However, the voice onset time was significantly different. Further research needs to be done to 
determine if this is indeed a separate enumerator and what its use is. 
77) khɨ4ru4 – Grove 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘banana’, ‘coconut’, and ‘tree’ to reference a grove 
of trees. 
78) khə1jə1 – Step 
The only elicited use of this enumerator is ‘two steps’ referring to steps taken with feet. The 
phrase comprises only the numeral and enumerator. Further research needs to be done to explore 
other possible uses for this morpheme. 
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79) kha4 – General object or thing 
This enumerator is broadly used, occurring at time as an alternative to a more specific 
enumerator. It can occur with a variety of seemingly unconnected nouns: ‘ladder’, ‘chair’, 
‘game’, ‘noise’, ‘belief’, ‘disease’, ‘event’, and ‘thing’. If there is a concrete object that does not 
take a more specific enumerator, this seems to be the enumerator of choice. 
80) kho2 – Head 
This enumerator used with ‘banana tree’ and ‘flower’, referring to plants. Whether this usage 
extends to other plants is unclear and needs further inquiry. Also, KP specified at one point that 
when used with ‘tree’, it specifies a tree planted alone. This enumerator is homophonous with the 
noun ‘head’, but ‘2 heads’ uses the enumerator for round or 3-d objects phlə2 (11). 
81) kho4 – Vehicle 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘car’, ‘big truck’, ‘bicycle’ and ‘motorcycle’. 
Interestingly, this enumerator also occurs with ‘gun’. Note that this does not include water born 
vehicles such as boats or canoes as these occur with ɓe1 (12). 
82) khɔ4 – Side 
This enumerator can occur with nouns like ‘house’ to indicate things like ‘two sides of a 
house’. However, it commonly occurs with body parts, particularly those that appear in pairs, 
such as ‘legs’, ‘hands’, and ‘shoulders.’ It can also be used with items associated closely with the 





83) ɣa3 – Person 
This enumerator is one of two (the other being ɗɨ1 (40)) that refer solely to animate objects. 
More significantly, it is only used with human entities. It occurs with nouns like ‘man’, ‘bandit’, 
‘doctor’, ‘sister’, and ‘soul’.  
84) ɣɨ1thɨ1 – Layer 
This enumerator occurs with nouns like ‘clothes’, ‘rock’, ‘cake’, and ‘house’. With ‘clothes’, 
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